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Parts list
1. Flap        2. Lid    3. Display&Touch panel      4. Body 
5. Liner       6. Hanging Clip     7. Battery cover    
8. Power switch     9. Battery box

Trouble Shooting
1. No lights on Please make sure the batteries are inserted 
correctly or try new batteries.
2. No response from sensor The lid may have been 
closed by hand in manual mode. Pressing ‚CLOSE‘ will reset 
the modes.

Important Safety Instructions
- This appliance is intended for household/commercial use 
only and should not be used for any other purpose. Any other 
use may invalidate the warranty and might be dangerous.
- This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabili-
ties or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have 
been given supervision or instructions concerning use of the 
appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
- This product contains electronic parts inside the lid, do not 
dip the lid into water or use corrosive liquid to clean the pro-
duct. Use dry cloth to clean the operation indicator of the lid, 
use a soft damp cloth to clean the body and liner (rim), wipe 
dry with a clean cloth.
- Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not 
play with the appliance.

Hanging clip

The clip hides in the middle of the back side of the top. Pull 
up and rotate it 90 degrees to hang the top. Push back the 
clip in normal use. 

Fixing the trash bag
1. Fold the plastic bag on the top 
rim of the liner (please leave the 
handle outside for easy operation).
2. Insert the extra bag material 
into the bag fixing hole back on 
the liner.

CARE AND USE INSTRUCTIONS
i.MASTER ROUND

Functions
Effective range:
This product will sense when an object passes through the sen-
sor range, which is 20 cm (+/- 5 cm) above the panel.

Modes:
Stand-by-mode: The lid stays closed and the bin is waiting 
for a signal to open. A red light in the middle flashes to indica-
te this mode.

Sensor mode: When the sensor unit spots the signal, the lid 
will open; the lid will stay open as long as the object stays in 
the effective range. The flashing red light will move around the 
display panel. After the object is removed from the range,  
a digital count-down number shows on the display which 
indicate remain time for the close of the lid. The lid will close 
automatically.

Manual mode: Users can open the lid by pressing the  
‚OPEN‘ button, the lid will stay open the ‚ ‘ will until the  
‚CLOSE‘ button is pressed.

Battery Installation

Parts List

Fixing the Trash Bag

Effective range:

This product will sense when an object passes through the 
sensors range, which is 7.87in/20cm (±1.97in/5cm) above the 
panel.

Modes:

Stand-by mode–The lid stays closed and the bin is waiting for 
a signal to open. A red light in the middle flashes to indicate 
this mode.

Sensor mode–When the sensor unit spots the signal, the lid 
will open; the lid will stay open as long as the signal stays in 
the effective range. The flashing red light will move around the 
display panel. After the object is removed from the range, a 
digital count-down number shows on the display, which 
indicate remain time for the close of lid. When the number 
becomes "0", the lid will close automatically.

Manual mode - Users can open the lid by pressing the " 
OPEN" button, the lid will stay open and the "   " will light until 
the"CLOSE" button is pressed. 

Functions

1:Flap
2:Lid  

3:Display&Button panel

4:Body

5:Liner

6:Clip

7:Battery cover
8:Switch
9:Battery Box

1) fold the plastic bag on the top rim of the liner (please 
leave the handle outside for easy operation);

2) insert the extra bag into the bag fixer hole back on the 
liner.

Hanging clip

Flashing light in Stand-by mode

Circling light in sensor mode when 
the signal is effective range

Count-down system which
indicate remain time for lid close

Notes: 

1) Please push back the clip in normal use.

2) When the top is hanged on the body, do not hit the clip during taking out the liner.

The clip hides in the 

middle of the back side 

of the top. Pull up and 

rotate it 90 degree to 

hang the top. 

Push back the clip in 

normal use.

This side down

2) Install the batteries into battery box, please
mind the polarity (4xAAA - not included)

3) Put the battery box in position
and close the battery cover

1) Open the battery cover
and take out the battery box

4)Turn on the switch
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sensors range, which is 7.87in/20cm (±1.97in/5cm) above the 
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a signal to open. A red light in the middle flashes to indicate 
this mode.
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display panel. After the object is removed from the range, a 
digital count-down number shows on the display, which 
indicate remain time for the close of lid. When the number 
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Flashing light in Stand-by mode

Circling light in sensor mode when 
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indicate remain time for lid close
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2) Install the batteries into battery box, please
mind the polarity (4xAAA - not included)

3) Put the battery box in position
and close the battery cover

1) Open the battery cover
and take out the battery box

4)Turn on the switch

Batterie Installation

2. Insert the batteries into 
battery box, please mind 
the polarity (4xAAA – not 
included)

Battery Installation
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Effective range:

This product will sense when an object passes through the 
sensor’s range, which is 7.87in/20cm (±1.97in/5cm) above the 
panel.

Default mode : 

The lid stays closed and the bin is waiting for a signal to open. 
A red light in the middle flashes to indicate this mode.

Sensor mode :

When the sensor unit spots the signal, the lid will open; the lid 
will stay opened as long as the signal stays in the effective 
range. The flashing red light will move around the display 
panel. After the object is removed from the range, a digital 
count-down number shows on the display, which indicates 
remaining time until lid closes. When the number becomes 
“1”, the lid will close automatically.

Manual mode : 

Users can open the lid by pressing the “OPEN” button, the lid 
will stay opened and the  "   " will light until the"CLOSE" 
button is pressed, or the lid will close automatically after 
20minutes.

Functions

1:Flap

2:Lid

3:Display&Touch panel

4:Body

5:Liner

6:Battery cover

7:Power switch

8:Battery box

1) Fold the plastic bag on the top rim of the liner (please 
leave the handle outside for easy operation);

2) Insert the extra bag into the bag fixer hole back on the 
liner.

Flashing light in Default mode

Moving light in sensor mode when 
the object remains in the sensor’s 
effective range

Count-down system which indicates 
remaining time until lid closes

4) Push battery cover to close 5) Turn on the switch

1) Open the battery cover 
     and take out the battery box

2) Install the batteries into 
     battery box (4 x LR03(AAA))

3) Put the battery box in position1. Open the battery cover 
and take out the battery 
box. 

Battery Installation
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Effective range:

This product will sense when an object passes through the 
sensor’s range, which is 7.87in/20cm (±1.97in/5cm) above the 
panel.

Default mode : 

The lid stays closed and the bin is waiting for a signal to open. 
A red light in the middle flashes to indicate this mode.

Sensor mode :

When the sensor unit spots the signal, the lid will open; the lid 
will stay opened as long as the signal stays in the effective 
range. The flashing red light will move around the display 
panel. After the object is removed from the range, a digital 
count-down number shows on the display, which indicates 
remaining time until lid closes. When the number becomes 
“1”, the lid will close automatically.

Manual mode : 

Users can open the lid by pressing the “OPEN” button, the lid 
will stay opened and the  "   " will light until the"CLOSE" 
button is pressed, or the lid will close automatically after 
20minutes.

Functions

1:Flap

2:Lid

3:Display&Touch panel

4:Body

5:Liner

6:Battery cover

7:Power switch

8:Battery box

1) Fold the plastic bag on the top rim of the liner (please 
leave the handle outside for easy operation);

2) Insert the extra bag into the bag fixer hole back on the 
liner.

Flashing light in Default mode

Moving light in sensor mode when 
the object remains in the sensor’s 
effective range

Count-down system which indicates 
remaining time until lid closes

4) Push battery cover to close 5) Turn on the switch

1) Open the battery cover 
     and take out the battery box

2) Install the batteries into 
     battery box (4 x LR03(AAA))

3) Put the battery box in position

4. Push battery cover to 
close.
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Flashing light in Default mode

Moving light in sensor mode when 
the object remains in the sensor’s 
effective range

Count-down system which indicates 
remaining time until lid closes

4) Push battery cover to close 5) Turn on the switch

1) Open the battery cover 
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2) Install the batteries into 
     battery box (4 x LR03(AAA))

3) Put the battery box in position

5. Turn on the switch.
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Battery instructions
- Only adults should handle batteries.
- Always purchase the correct size and grade of battery most 
suitable for the intended use.
- Always replace the whole set of batteries at one time, taking care 
not to mix old and new ones or batteries of different types.
- Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type.

Ribbon


